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Glossary

**Bossing**: functional and, rarely, decorative plastic technique of creating raised lumps on the surface usually accomplished by pressing on slightly moist paste from interior surface; typically done to make lug handles near the rim.

**Burnishing**: see *Polishing*.

**Ceramic**: an inorganic, non-metallic solid processed by the action of heat [see *Kiln*] and subsequent cooling.

**Clay**: a fine-grained earthy material that develops plasticity and stickiness when mixed with water.

**Coil-and-scrape**: method of building and finishing a vessel by pinching coils together and scraping the surface with a tool to obliterate coil lines.

**Coil construction**: building a vessel wall with superimposed rolls of clay.

**Combing**: see *Scoring*.

**Conoidal**: vessel form with the appearance of an inverted cone, typical of Plains Woodland/Developmental period ceramic jars.

**Design field**: the vessel space on which a design is placed.

**Design layout**: conceptualizing the use of space and executing the design within that space on a vessel, e.g. in horizontal bands.

**Design pattern**: elements and/or motifs repeated on a vessel.

**Design style**: group of favored patterns; a way of decorating that develops in an area and is maintained through time (with variations).

**Element**: individual fragments of a design such as lines, circles, dots or triangles. In combination with other elements, these create a motif.
**False slip:** a film of clay particles on the surface of a vessel, produced by smoothing a wet, fine-textured clay. This brings the finer particles of clay to the surface of the vessel. Also called a float.

**Fire clouding:** discoloration by deposition of soot or local reduction of a vessel area. Fire clouds are common in prehistoric, primitively fired pottery because the draft of such firing is difficult to control.

**Float:** see *False slip.*

**Friable:** readily crumbled or brittle; a characteristic of some vessels in the mountains and plains.

**Fugitive paint:** any pigment applied to a ceramic surface after firing, resulting in a temporary decorative or slip-like appearance. Most commonly seen in the “fugitive red” vessels of the Ancestral Pueblo and Fremont ceramic traditions.

**Glaze:** any mineral paint that vitrifies (becomes glassy) upon firing. Southwestern glaze paints were usually used decoratively rather than as a total surface coating, and were typically lead-based such as in the Durango area ca. AD 575–930.

**Grog:** crushed sherds of pottery used as a temper for the manufacture of new vessels. More generally, modern potters outside the archaeological realm may define grog (a.k.a. *firesand* or *chamotte*) as any temper containing a high percentage of silica and alumina; see *Temper.*

**Grus:** partly decomposed rock, crumbly and, thus, more easily crushed for use as temper.

**Kiln:** an oven-like feature for processing contents at high temperatures; pottery kilns in the Four Corners area were slab-lined, rectangular pit features.

**Layout:** see *Design layout.*

**Leather hard:** the condition of a clay body or paste when it has become firm but not dry. A vessel in this state can be handled without deformation as clay is no longer plastic. It can be carved or incised without chipping because it still retains considerable moisture.
Modeling: directly shaping a mass of clay into a vessel or other item, e.g., a “pinch pot”, or using multiple patches of paste to build a vessel by slab accretion. The term also is used for a plastic decorative technique involving extensive finger manipulation of paste on the surface of a pot.

Motif: combination of elements, either two or more of the same elements (as in interlocking scrolls), or two different elements such as dots and lines creating pendant dots. See Handout 3 on elements and motifs.

Neutral atmosphere: a firing atmosphere with a reduced amount of oxygen available at the surface of the vessels, resulting in neutral gray/white/black surface color(s). The same color effect may be achieved by reducing total firing time.

Ochre: an iron-based paint composed of a pigment such as hematite or limonite mixed with clay, water, and perhaps an organic binder such as a plant extract.

Overfired: fired to or above a point at which warping, bloating and blistering of the clay body occur. Excessive temperatures or too rapid a firing can cause the defects. This term does not apply to vessels that exhibit color changes or defects due to over- or under-oxidation of the vessel.

Oxidizing atmosphere: a firing atmosphere that contains free oxygen and promotes oxidation of substances in clay, primarily carbonaceous material and iron compounds.

Oxidized pottery: pottery in which the constituents in the paste have taken up as much oxygen as they can. Colors of this pottery include white, buff, brown, orange or red depending on the type and amount of impurities in the clay. Iron compounds, for example, create the orange and red colors. Pottery that has had a short firing in direct contact with the gases formed in burning fuel is often incompletely oxidized. In this case, the interior of the vessel wall may contain unburned carbonaceous material. Limited areas of the vessel surface often show different degrees of oxidation from the effect of jets of gas from smoking fuel.

Paddle-and-anvil: method of finishing a coiled or modeled vessel by using an anvil (usually stone) and paddle (often made of wood or bone). The anvil stone is held on the inside of the vessel, and the paddle pressed against the outside to thin and shape the vessel, and/or to obliterate coils. Paddle-and-anvil vessels sometimes can be made thinner and larger than coil-and-scrape vessels.

Paste: the mixture of moistened clay and temper used to form the vessel.
**Pattern:** see *Design pattern*.

**Plastic decoration:** any finishing technique—not including use of paint—that involves the physical manipulation of the paste to create a design or to change the texture of a vessel, e.g., corrugation.

**Polish:** production of a luster on the surface of the vessel by rubbing the vessel with a polishing stone or similar implement; also called *burnishing*.

**Pottery:** ceramic wares—usually in the form of containers—made by potters; see *Ceramic*.

**Punctuation:** plastic decoration technique made by poking sharp-pointed objects into the surface, e.g., using a stick, awl or fingertip.

**Reduced pottery:** pottery in which the iron oxide is present in a lower state of oxidation. The color is gray, but not all gray pottery is reduced. It may be colored by unoxidized carbonaceous matter or by carbon deposited in firing. Pottery cannot be positively identified as reduced without firing tests, and there is no completely reducing atmosphere involved in the firing of pottery under primitive methods.

**Refiring test:** lab analysis that seeks to identify pottery constituents and original firing conditions by completely oxidizing potsherds in a controlled kiln environment.

**Residual clay:** a clay occurring in the same position as the parent rock from which it was formed, including both sedimentary and primary clays that have decomposed in place.

**Slab-and-accretion:** building a vessel by joining patches of paste (i.e., slabs) together, primarily with one’s fingers; may not involve the use of paddle-and-anvil finishing.

**Scoring:** plastic decoration technique made to uniformly change the exterior surface texture by dragging an object across/around the vessel, e.g., using a corn cob or a bundle of grass. Also called *combing*.
**Series**: a group of pottery types within a single ware in which each type bears a historical relationship to each other, including types that occur: 1) in the direct line of chronological development from an original or ancestral type to a later type, and 2) as collateral developments or variations of a particular type within a chronological development. An example of 1) is the sequence of Mancos, McElmo and Mesa Verde Black-on-white; and an example of 2) is Mesa Verde Black-on-white and its many variations.

**Slip**: a coating of fine clay applied over all or most of a vessel; usually contrasts in color with paste.

**Smudging**: a decorative technique involving the intentional sooting of polished vessel surface(s), such as the lustrous black pottery of San Ildefonso Pueblo. The technique requires the use of smoldering fuels such as manure or moist pine needles to engulf the vessels within the kiln in thick, sooty smoke.

**Style**: see *Design style*.

**Temper**: non-plastic material placed in the clay body to counteract excessive shrinkage and heat shock of ceramic bodies in drying and firing. The term can include material inherent in the clay body (self-tempered) as well as material that is added. It is an American archaeologist’s term similar to the potter’s term “grog.”

**Tradition**: a broad region of postulated origin, usually distinguished by material and technology attributes such as temper, paint, paste and slip clay; style also is involved, but to a lesser extent.

**Type**: group of pottery vessels that are alike in every important characteristic except (in Great Plains classifications) form.

**Type site**: a site in which a good representation of the described pottery has been found and its description published in full.

**Variety**: an informal level of pottery classification within a type, typically used for groups of vessels sharing a single distinctive attribute; e.g., a corrugated variety of the Uinta Gray type.

**Vessel form**: the morphology/appearance of the entire ceramic piece, e.g., olla or mug.

**Vessel shape**: the morphology of each part of a vessel (rim, base, etc.).
**Vitrification**: the formation of glassy material in a ceramic body.

**Ware**: a group of pottery types that have a majority of characteristics in common but that differ in other characteristics.

**Wash**: a very thin, watery slip.
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